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Also known as common time, Indicates that each measure 
of music has Four beats.4/4 Time:

1 2 3

4

1 2 3 4



Conducting is almost universally a right-hand practice. Roughly speaking, the right hand, often 
extended with a baton, illustrates time; the gestures of the left are used to suggest line and 
intensity, to cue entries and release, to illuminate crescendos and decrescendos and to shape 
the broader contours of the music. The modern baton, a white length of wood or plastic, serves 
to clarify and magnify the gestures of the hand; its use is entirely optional, largely traditional 
and frequently serves primarily to mesmerize the audience which has come to expect it. The baton 
has no inherent musical properties. (New Grove Dictionary of Music) 
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Indicates that each measure of music as three beats.3/4 Time:

1 2

2 31
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Also called cut time. Indicates there are two beats in a 
measure. If the tempo is fast, it may be conducted in one. 2/2 Time:
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Forte Piano: A note that is begins loudly but becomes 
immediately quiet.

































Certain important entrances may warrant a special signal from the 
coductor called a cue.Cue:

































Forte & Piano: Markings which mean to play loud (forte) 
or soft (piano).



























Feelingly & Marcato: Markings which mean to play 
lyrically or march-like (marcato).







































Fermata:Marking which means to hold a note longer than its specified 
Value.
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